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Abstract

Ever since image-based models for indirect reciprocity were introduced, the relative merits of scoring vs. standing have been
discussed to find out how important it is to differentiate between justifled and non-justifled defections. This is analogous to the
question whether punishment can sustain cooperation even when it is costly. We show that an answer to this question can depend on
details of the model, for instance concerning the probability distribution of the number of interactions experiencedper player. We
use extensive individual-based simulations to compare scoring, standing and other forms of assessingdefections, and show that
several forms of indirect reciprocation can robustly sustain cooperation. By most standards, standing is better than scoring, but
nevertheless scoring is able to sustain cooperation in the presence of errors. The model presented here is based on three
specifications:each player has a personal list of images of all co-players, a specific way ofjudging an observed situation, and a
specific strategy to decide whether to cooperate or not.
O 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywortls:Indirect reciprocity;Evolution of cooperation;Image-scoring
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There is a whiff of paradox around the concept of
indirect reciprocation. With direct reciprocation, the
help which a donor provides for a recipient will
eventually be returned by that recipient, so that if the
benefit ä for the recipient exceeds the cost c for the
donor, both parties obtain a net gain (Trivers, 1971).
Indirect reciprocation occurs if the help is eventually
returned, i.e. the donor is compensated,but by a third
party, rather than by the recipient. This system seems
even more vulnerable to selfish exploitation than direct
reciprocation. Indeed, common sense and theoretical
models alike show that if two players interact often
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enough, the threat of stopping to help whenever the coplayer fails to return the favour can ensure mutual help:
in other words, retaliatory strategiescan foster cooperation in an iterated Prisoner's Dilemma game (Axelrod
and Hamilton, l98l). But in the context of indirect
reciprocation, the same two players never meet twice.
How, then, can defectors be punished? Their victims
cannot take them to account. And yet, as many
economic experiments show, indirect reciprocation
works in human societies (Wedekind and Milinski,
2000; Milinski et al., 2001, 2002; Seinen and Schram,
2001; Bolton et al., 2007; Wedekind and Braithwaite,
2002; Camerer, 2003), and it has even been touted to
provide the biological basis for our morality (Alexander,
1987).
Nowak and Sigmund (1998a, b) have suggested a
theoretical model based on the concept of a score (an
abstract measure for the reputation of being a person
who gives help). The score of potential donors increases
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if they actually do provide help, and decreasesif they
refuse to do so. Numerical simulations show that
discriminating strategies,providing help if the recipient's
score exceedssome given threshold, can indeed evolve
and lead to cooperative societies.The score provides an
instrument for channeling help towards those who help,
and thus to suppress defectors. But by discriminating
against low-scorers, players lower their own score, and
therefore risk being refused help on a later occasion.
Can they be expected to discriminate if this hurts
themselves?
This puzzle is similar to a well-known problem in the
theory of public goods games. In such games, players
are asked to contribute to a common pool. The content
of this pool is then multiplied by a certain factor and
divided equally among all players, irrespective of
whether they contributed or not. If all players contribute, thcy all gain; but a selfish player who does not
contribute gains even more. Consequently, if all players
are selfish,there will be no common good. This is widely
'tragedy
of the
known as a social dilemma (or
commons'). It is obvious that the defection of selfish
players can be effectively prevented by punishing those
who do not contribute. But if the punishment is costly to
'second-order
the punishers,this raisesa
social dilemma'
(see,e.g., Boyd and Richerson, 1992;Fehr and Gächter,
2000,2002; Sigmund et al., 2001):indeed, a selfishplayer
ought to refrain from punishing players who did not
contribute, becausethis entails costs. Hence, no punishment, and hence,no public good. It may be argued that
such a punishment can reform the punished player and
turn him or her into a contributor for the future
interactions. But as experiments by Fehr and Gächter
(2002), see also Fehr and Fischbacher, 2003; have
shown, the threat of punishment works even if players
know that they are never going to meet with the
punished co-player again.
Returning to indirect reciprocation, we meet a similar
paradox with the scoring strategy. Refusing to help lowscorersis a way of punishing them: but this punishment
is costly to punishers since it lowers their own score.
Why should players incur such a cost if (as the model
requires) they will never interact with the defector a
sccond time? One possibleescapefrom the dilemma is to
assumethat players who refuseto help a low-scorer (i.e.,
who Justiflably' defect) will not have their own score
reduced. This mechanism, which was suggested by
Sugden (1986) already and briefly consideredin Nowak
and Sigmund (1998a), is usually termed the standing
strategy. It is easily seen to be evolutionarily stable, see
Leimar and Hammerstein (2001). But there are two
problems with this solution. The one is that it begs the
question: effectively, it means that punishment is not
costly. Some game theorists feel that this solution to the
social dilemma is (literally) too cheap to be interesting.
The other objection is that such an accounting based on

Justifiable' defections requires considerable cognitive
abilities from the players, and seems vulnerable to
errors. Can it evolve under plausible conditions?
Experimental investigations by Milinski et al. (2001)
indicate that in realJife human interactions, the
mechanism based on standing is not as prevalent as
the much simpler scoring mechanism. But here, we are
interestedin the theoretical aspects:for which parameter
ranges (payoff values,error probabilities, etc.) must it be
required that standing (rather than scoring) is the
prevalent way of assessingactions by third parties, in
order to see cooperation emerge?
We will therefore compare several possibilities for
assessingthe score of players. In the simplest case, the
score depends entirely on how often the player has
provided or refused help, irrespective of the moral
standing of the co-players. A more sophisticated
approach does not count the defections which are
justified, i.e. addressedtowards a co-player with a low
score. And a third, rather stern way of judging players
would be to reduce the score of those who do provide
help to low-scoring co-players, because this lack of
discrimination threatens to subvert the punishment
system.To return to the parallel with the social dilemma
with punishment, this would correspond to punishing,
not only those who fail to contribute, but also those who
fail to punish (see e.g. Boyd and Richerson, 1992;
Gintis, 2000).
In addition, players who are in the position of the
potential donor can use the score in several ways as a
basis for their decision of whether or not to help. The
simplest way, which we have tacitly assumed so far,
consists in basing this decision entirely on the score of
the potential recipient, and thus to help if and only if the
recipient's score is sufficiently high. From the viewpoint
of classical game theory, this seemsbizarre (cf. Leimar
and Hammerstein, 2001): if my future payoff depends
only my own score, why should I base my decision on
the co-player's score?From this viewpoint, it would be
more sensibleto basemy decision on my own score,and
give help if and only if my score threatens to become so
low that my future chances of receiving help will be
affected. In our simulations, decision rules based
uniquely on the donor's own score do not lead to
cooperative populations. But decision rules based on
both the donor's and the recipient's score, or based
exclusively on the recipient's score, can evolve and lead
to cooperation.
We thus have a large set of potential strategies for
indirect reciprocation, based (a) on different assessment
rules for judging interactions between third parties (i.e.
different ways in which giving or withholding aid affects
the score of the potential donor, depending on the
'moral' status of the potential recipient) and (b) on
different action rules (how to determine the decision of
giving or withholding aid, based on the own score and
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on that of the co-player). We study the evolution of such
strategies, depending on the cost-to-benefit ratio, the
probability of mistakes in implementation or perception, the average number of interactions within a
lifetime, etc. The simulations can be performed online,
see Brandt (2004).
Before launching into these investigations, two remarks are in order. The first concerns the structure of
the population. In Nowak and Sigmund (1998a,b) and
Panchanathanand Boyd (2003), Fishman et al. (2001)
and Fishman (2003), populations are assumed to be
well-mixed, typically consisting of 100 individuals each
engagedin some five or ten interactions as a donor. The
more elaborate statistics of Leimar and Hammerstein
(2001) are based on a population structure likely to be a
more realistic image of prehistoric mankind: 100 tribes
of 100 players each, with some gene flow between the
tribes. We shall adopt the Leimar-Hammerstein model,
because it is apt to avoid spurious effects of random
drift.
The second remark concerns the score range. Nowak
and Sigmund introduced, besides their full model, a
simplified version where the score takes only two values
('good' and 'bad') and where players remember only the
last decision of their co-player. This allows to derive
some analytical expressionsfor the payoff values, see
Nowak and Sigmund (1998a, b), Panchanathan and
Boyd (2003), Fishman (2003), and Ohtsuki (2004). In
this context, Panchanathan and Boyd (2003) state flatly
'indirect reciprocity cannot be based on an imagethat
scoring strategy when errors are considered'. We claim
that their analytical result concerning the instability of
discrimination based on scoring need not hold for the
original model by Nowak and Sigmund (1998a).For an
alternativeanalytic approach based on the assumption
that the number of rounds is Poisson-distributed, a
stable mixture of discriminating and undiscriminating
altruists can evolve.

2. Action and assessmentmodules
Every strategy in the present model consists of two
modules, an assessmentmodule and an action module.
The assessmentmodule comes into play when individuals observe interactions between two players. The
image of the player acting as potential donor is possibly
changed. The image of the recipient, who is the passive
part in the interaction, remains unchanged. The action
module prescribeswhether a player in the position of a
potential donor provides help or not.
Starting with the assessmentmodule, we shall for
simplicity assumethat individual A's score of individual
B depends only on how B behaved (towards some third
party C) when last observed by A as a potential donor.
Thus A has a very limited memory, and the score of B
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can only take two values, good and bad. We sha\I
assume that all players are born good. In every
interaction observed by A, there are two possible
outcomes (B can give help or not), two possible score
values for B and two for C. Thus there are eight possible
types of interaction, and hence, depending on whether
they find A's approval or not, 2ö :256 different value
systems.
In a first approach, based on common intuition, we
will consider only three of these value systems, or
'morals'. We shall say that they are based on SCORING, STANDING and JUDGING, respectively(these
terms are not completely felicitous, but the names of the
{irst two, at least, are fixed by common use). These
morals differ on which of the observedinteractions incur
reprobation, i.e. count as bad. Someone using the
SCORING assessmentsystem will always frown upon
any potential donor who refuses to help a potential
recipient, irrespective of the latter's image. Someone
using the STANDING assessmentsystem will condemn
those who refuse to help a recipient with a good scote,
but will condone those who refuse to help a recipient
with a bad score. Those using the JUDGING assessment system will, in addition, extend their reprobation
to those who help a player with a bad scorc'
Thus these three value systems are of different
strictness towards wrong-doers. Roughly speaking,
someonc who refusesto help is always bad in the eyes
of a SCORING assessor.Only those who fail to give to
a good player are bad in the eyes of a STANDING
assessor.Someonewho fails to give to a good player, but
also someone who gives help to a bad player is bad in
the eyesof a JUDGING assessor(seeTable 1).
Turning to the action module, we shall assumethat a
player's decision on whether to help or not is based
entirely on the scores of the two players involved (the
own and that of the potential recipient), and not on
other factors (i.e. the current payoff, the amount of help

Table I
Assessmentmodules

Observedsituation

SCORING

STANDING

JUDGING

G
G
G
G

good/good
good/bad
bad/good
bad/bad

Good
Good
Good
Good

Good
Good
Good
Good

Good
Bad
Good
Bad

N
N
N
N

good/good
good/bad

Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad

Bad
Good
Bad
Bad

Bad
Good
Bad
Bad

bad/good
bad/bad

According to the three assessmentmodules SCORING, STANDING,
and JUDGING, individuals associate images to observed players
chosen as potential donors, depending on the images of the potential
donor/the recipient, and on whether a gift was given ("G"), or
not ("N").
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Table 2
Action modules
Donor/recioient

SELF

Good/good
Good/bad
Bad/good
Bad/bad

NGNGGN
NNNNGN
GGGGGN
GNNGGN

AND

OR

AIIC

AIID

Depending on their own image and the image of the recipient,
individuals chosen as potential donor decide whether to give a gift
("G"), or not ("N"), according to their action module.

receivedso far...). Since there are four situations (donor
and recipient can each be good or bad), there are 2a : 16
possible decision rules, but we shall restrict attention to
only four of them. CO is uniquely alfected by the score
of the potential recipient, and gives if and only if that
score is good. SELF worries exclusively about the own
score, and gives if and only if this score is öad. AND
gives aid if the recipient's score is good and the own
score bad, and OR gives aid if the recipient's score is
good or the own score bad. In addition to these four
types, we also consider the two unconditional strategies,
always to give, and never to give, AllC and AllD, which
do not rely on scoresat all (seeTable 2).
A strategy in this model for indirect reciprocity is
determined by a specific combination of action and
assessmentstrategy. Since the strategiesAllC and AllD
do not rely on scores,no assessmentmodule has to be
specified. Thus we compare l4 different strategies:the
four action modules CO, SELF, AND and OR, each
combined with the three assessmentmodules SCORING, STANDING
and JUDGING, and the two
unconditional strategiesAllC and AllD. We will denote
strategies which always entail cooperation between
good-standing individuals as cooperative (CO, OR,
and AllC) and the other strategies (SELF, AND and
AllD) as defective.
We consider a population consisting of M tribes
with l/ members each. Within each tribe, n interactions
take place per generation. For each of these interactions, two individuals are randomly chosen within
thc tribe and assigned the roles of potential donor
and potential recipient. Each individual will thus
make on average nf 2N decisions on whether to
help or not. In our simulations, this number will always
be small.
If the potential donor decides to help, the recipient
obtains a benefit ö at a cost -c for the donor. Following
common practice (see Nowak and Sigmund, 1998a;
Leimar and Hammerstein, 2001), we add the amount c
in each interaction to both the potential donor and the
potential recipient in order to avoid negative payoff
values. We note that the results remain essentially
unchanged if instead of adding the amount c in every

interaction a certain baseline fitness is introduced. We
normalize by setting c : 1.
The outcome of an interaction is observed by some
(or all) co-players in the tribe. Each individual keeps a
(private) score of all tribe-members. This observation
could, in principle, be based on hearsay,but we shall not
consider the strategy of spreading false rumours.
In the course of a generation, all individuals keep
their strategy and accumulate payoff. AfIer all n
interactions have taken place, the offspring generation
is formed by assuming, as in Leimar and Hammerstein
(2001), that within each tribe, an offspring individual is
derived locally with probability p and non-locally with
probability 1- p.The locally derived individuals inherit
the strategy of a tribe-member of the previous generation, the non-locally derived individual inherit the
strategy from a member at large. In each case, the
probability that an individual from the parent generation is chosenis proportional to that individual's payoff.
Within this model, we shall consider the influence of
the following parameters; the average number of
rounds, i.e. nlN; the number of social groups M and
the migration rate I - p; the benefit-to-costratio, i.e. the
value of ä; the initial composition of the population; the
mutation rate (in particular, we will consider the
influence of a steady influx of AllD players); the number
of generations;and the error rates. We shall investigate
both errors in implementation and errors in perception.
We shall also assume that not all interactions are
watched by all players, and thus assume, for instance,
that only one, or two, or three out of four interactions
are witnessedby a given individual.
We shall consider two distinct types of scenarios:full
runs, with all 14 strategies initially present (and reintroduced in case mutations are allowed). and limited
runs, where one module is specified (for instance, the
assessmentmodule STANDING or the action module
CO) and the other module explores the three or four
possible alternatives.
2.1. Agent-basedsimulations
In this section we test a basic model and do not allow
for errors.
We consider a population of M :100 tribes, each
consisting of N: 100 individuals. The population is
initialized randomly, all 14 strategies being equally
probable. See Fig. la for the representation of these
strategies.
In every generation, and in every group, r: 1000
games will be played. The resulting average number of
rounds nfN :10 ensuresthat practically every player is
involved in a few interactions, both as donor and
recipient, and has enough possibilities to update the coplayers' images. If the number n of games is too small,
strategies cannot display their characteristics. A large
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Fig. I . (a) Color schemefor the following plots. Action modules are presentedby different colors, whereasassessmentmodules are specifiedby their
brightness. (b) Long-term frequencies of strategies of a population of G: 100 tribes, each with N:100
individuals and n:1000 games per
generation. The first plot shows the frequenciesof all l4 strategies,whereasthe other plots show the frequenciesof action modules and assessment
modules, respectively. ln the second plot, long-term frequencies for each action module are summed up over the three assessmentmodules, except for
AllC and AllD which are shown at their actual frequencies. In the third plot, frequencies for each assessmentmodule are summed up over all action
modules, and AllC and AllD are not taken into account. For 0 < 1.5,AllD dominates, but for higher benefit-to-costratios, the cooperative strategies
CO, OR, and AllC dourinate and effectively suppressdefectors. CO and OR perform nearly equally well, AllC reachescomparable frequenciesonly
f o r h i g h ö . P a r a m e t e r sa r e p : 0 . 9 , U : 0 . 0 1 ,
errors are not included(po:1,to:
e o: 0 ) . F r e q u e n c i e sa r e a v e r a g e do v e r g e n e r a t i o n s9 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 ,
averaged over l0 runs. (c) If errors in perception and action are included, defective strategies are suppressed to a minimum for b23, and high
frequenciesare reachedby AllC. JUDGING is most vulnerable to errors, SCORING and STANDING attain practically equal levels.Parametersare
G : 1 0 0 , N : 1 0 0 , n : 1 0 0 0 , p : 0 . 9 , p u : 0 . 5 , t d : e o : 0 . 0 5 , 1 t = 0 . 0 1 . F r e q u e n c i e as r e o b t a i n e da s a b o v e .( d ) C o m p a r i s o no f t h e l o n g - t e r m
frequencies for the assessmentmodules SCORING, STANDING, and JUDGING, from left to right. All types of errors and mutation are included.
For SCORING and STANDING, a cooperative outcome is achieved lor b>4, compared to b)5 for JUDGING. However, SCORING has to
tolerate a small proportion of delective strategieseven for high benefits. For b24, frequencies of cooperative acts are around 85 percent for
SCORING and STANDING, whereasJUDGING attain 80 percent only for very high ö.

number, on the other hand, does not significantly
change the results.
We examine for which values of the benefit-tocost ratio b, cooperative strategies become more
frequent than defective strategies, and analyse the
long-term frequenciesof the strategiesfor the cooperative regime. For smaller values, AllD is invariably
establishedas the most successfulstrategy within a few
generation.
If there is no gene flow between the groups (p : l),
defective strategies vanish almost completely from the
population within 100 generationsfor b)2. CO and OR

matched with STANDING and JUDGING are the
most successfulstrategies and survive at nearly equal
frequencies. AllC reaches comparable frequencies for
higher ö-values. CO and OR matched with SCORING
each reach around 10 percent. Once there are only the
action modules CO, OR and AllC left in the population,
their strategies do equally well, since in this error-free
scenario, all individuals keep their good image and
cooperate. Around 98 percent of all interactions are
cooperative. For ä: 1.5, AllD survives at nearly 20
percent, whereasSELF and AND are suppressedto very
small values.
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For b) 1.5"even a small gene flow (p:0.99, for
instance) guaranteesthat in no tribe, defective strategies
get established. The action modules CO and OR
dominate the other strategiesafter several generations,
as before. For b>-2 the defectivestrategiesSELF, AND,
and AllD usually vanish, and the frequency of
cooperative acts reaches 100%. These results continue
to hold for higher gene flow.
Next, we allow for mutations: with a probability p, a
new individual at the beginning of a generation is
formed, not by drawing from the local or global gene
pool, but by assigning it one of the 14 strategies with
equal probability. No strategy can die out completely,
and well-establishedstrategieskeep getting confronted
with a minority of dissidents.
Fig. lb presentsa summary of the outcome in the long
run for different Ö-valuesin the range l<ä<14. The
frequenciesof strategiesare averagedover 1000 generations after an initial phase of9000 generations.Sincefor
b>2 a cooperative outcome is usually achieved within
100 generations,thesestatisticspresent reliable information about the long run. We used the high mutation rate
of p - 0.01, so that strategieshave a chance to reinvade.
However, the simulation results do not significantly
differ from the case of no mutation. Obviously, the
established strategies are immune to invasion by
mutants. For 1.5<b<2, AllC individuals cannot survive, and only the CO and OR modules are present.
These two action modules are responsible for suppressing minorities of defectors. If the benefit-to-costratio ö
is higher, AllC benefits from CO and OR individuals,
who discriminate wrong-doers, and thus unconditional
cooperators also get a firm foothold. For b : 2, some 95
percent ofall interactions are cooperative, and for larger
values of ä help is refused in fewer Ihan 2 percent of the
interactions.
2.2. The role of errors
The decisions of the players depend on their
information. If only part of the interactions between
third parties are observed, the performance of the
strategieswill be altered. Moreover, errors in both the
action and the assessmentmodule are likely to have
strategic consequences.In the following section we
investigate the role of different types of errors, and the
corresponding robustnessof the strategies.
2.2.1. I,{ot all gamesare ob,cerued
Let po be the probability that an individual observesa
given interaction between two other members of the
tribe. If on average only every second interaction is
observed by the players (po :0.5), then a cooperative
outcome is still achieved,usually within 100 generations,
for b72.5. For b)3, defectivestrategiesare reduced to a
minority of around 2 percent in case mutations are

allowed. If we exclude mutation, defective strategiesdie
out completely. CO and OR combined with SCORING
and STANDING survive at nearly equal frequencies
(some l2-14 percent); combined with JUDGING, these
two strategiesattain 6 to 8 percent. Profiting from their
success,AllC individuals, whose strategy is unaffected
by po>O, outcompete the other cooperative strategies:
their long term frequenciesrange at 30 percent for high
values of ö.
JUDGING is affected most severely from the fact
that not all interactions can be observed: for ö: 5,
JUDGING individuals associate wrong images to 15
percent of their co-players, whereas SCORING and
err for only 3 percent. JUDGING
STANDING
individuals are therefore less frequent in the population
(only 15 20 percent, compared to 25-30 percent for
SCORING and 30 35 for STANDING). This decline in
frequency, however, holds only when mutations are
excluded. For p>0, JUDGING individuals can spread
as soon as defectors are eliminated, and the three
assessmentmodules reach almost the same long term
frequencies.
It is clear that if fewer gamesare observed,it becomes
more difficult for cooperative strategies to survive.
a cooperative outcome is
Whereas for po :0.25
achievedfor b)-3, for po:0.1 the threshold is shifted
to b x 6. Again, differences in the assessmentmodules
become apparent: JUDGING individuals are more
likely to get wrong images of their coplayers (20 percent,
versus 5 percent for SCORING and STANDING
players).
2.2.2. Errors in implementation
Let Ed be the probability of an error in the
implementation of a move. An individual in the role
of a donor then performs the opposite of the intended
action. This can occur, in particular, if an individual
happens not to have the resources for helping the coplayer (cf. Fishman, 2003).
In the absenceof mutation and other types of errors,
errors in implementation have surprising effects: For
b>-2, JUDGING reaches frequencies of more than 95
percent, leaving a small minority of STANDING
individuals. Thus practically the whole population
consists of CO and OR players with the JUDGING
module. AllC vanishes completely. A steady flow of
mutations allows STANDING and SCORING modules
to survive at higher frequencies, but JUDGING still
reaches frequencies of around 60 percent for b22.
Therefore JUDGING seems, at first sight, robust
against errors in implementation. However, this outstanding success of JUDGING requires that every
situation is observed by all members of the population.
The situation is altered if not all games are watched by
coplayers. For po:0.5, i.e. if on average only every
second interaction is observed" JUDGING individuals
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can no longer successfullyrely on their images. This is
due to the fact that JUDGING is poor at correcting
wrong images. In the absence of mutations, the
JUDGING module vanishes almost entirely from the
population. Nevertheless,the STANDING module and
(to a lesser degree) the SCORING module ensure that
almost full cooperation is established for b23, with a
high frcquency of AllC players. With mutation, however, the JUDGING module can subsist, although at
lower frequencies than the other two assessment
modules.
2.2.3. Errors in perception
Let us consider now errors in perception and assume
that with a small probability eo,an individual misunderstands a situation, and assigns the wrong image to a
player. If we set €o : 0.05 and exclude mutation and
other types of errors, the simulation results are quite
different from the case of errors in implementation:
JUDGING individuals vanish completely from the
population. STANDING
is more successful than
SCORING. For b)-2, cooperation dominates, and AllC
becomesvery frequent.
If mutations are allowed, JUDGING can re-invade
the population, but will still form the least frequent
assessmentmodule. Approximately 30 percent of the
images of JUDCING players are incorrect, and only 5
percent for the two other assessmentmodules. Cooperation occurs in 90 percent of all interactions.
In contrast to the case of errors in implementation, a
reduced probability of observing interactions now has
little additional effect. AllC reaches high frequencies,
and the JUDGING
module practically vanishes.
SCORING and STANDING perform on a similar
level.Forp, :0.5 and b>2.75 nearly full cooperationis
achieved.
2.2.4. Combination of all types of errors
A combination of all types of errors together with
possible mutations confirms that CO, OR and AllC
dominate for b23, seeFig. lc.
Due to the high percentageof wrong images (around
46 percent), JUDGING is the least successfulassessment module, whereas SCORING and STANDING
perform nearly equally well. Even when the chosen
mutation rate as well as the error rates are high, more
than 80 percent of all gamesare cooperatle for b24.
2.3. Comparison oJ'assessmentmodules
In this section we test separately each of the three
assessmentmodules. We include all types of errors and
mutations, and allow for only six strategies in each
simulation, namely all four action modules combined
with the fixed assessment module, and the two
unconditional strategiesAllC and AllD. All six strate-
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gies are initially equally frequent, so that AllC and AllD
start with higher frequencies than in the previous
simulations, see Fig. 1d.
For SCORING and STANDING, cooperation dominates for b24. However, when using the SCORING
modules, the population has to tolerate a minority of
t 6 percent of AllD, whereas STANDING is able to
suppressAllD to around 1.5 percent. For high benefits
ö, more than 85 percent of all games are cooperative
(slightly more for STANDING than for SCORING).
The JUDGING module can establish cooperation
only for b25, and the frequency of helpful acts reaches
only 80 percent even for very high 0.
The highest frequency of AllC players occurs for
SCORING. This makes it more difficult to totally
suppress defection. Defectors can therefore re-invade a
SCORING regime more easily than a STANDING
regime. JUDGING, which is the strictest module,
reduces AllC to quite low frequencies for intermediate
values of ö, because AllC individuals are seen as bad
after giving to a bad individual. But the JUDGING
population cannot achievethe high level ofcooperation
achieved by the two other modules.
Irrespectiveof the assessmentmodule, the cooperative
strategiesCO, OR and AllC dominate for high benefitto-cost ratios. Obviously, AllC can only thrive in the
presenceof more discriminating cooperative strategies.
In order to test whether CO or OR are more effective in
promoting cooperation, we take one of them out of the
game and see how the remaining action modules
perform. We do this separately for each of the three
assessmentmodules. It turns out that STANDING
works better with OR than with CO, in the sensethat
cooperation gets established for b>-4 lf CO is deleted,
and only for b25 if OR is deleted. In the case of
SCORING, the situation is the opposite: if OR is
excluded,cooperation dominates for b2- 5, while if CO is
excluded, cooperation emerges only for b26. For
JUDGING the difference is even more pronounced:
without OR, cooperation is established for b25, as
compared to b27 without CO. The OR module
combined with STANDING does best.
2.4. Separateperformances
In this section we investigate how good each strategy
is at invading a majority of defectors, by assuming that
the frequency of the invading strategy is 10 percent and
all other players useAllD. We do not allow for errors or
mutation.
SELF cannot invade, and vanishes completely,
irrespective of the assessmentmodule and the benefitor
to-cost ratio. CO combined with STANDING
JUDGING
takes over the whole population for
b>-4.5, whereas when combined with SCORING, CO
can only invade for b26.5. AND suppressesdefectors
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Fig. 2. In each plot, long-term frequencies for only three strategies are shown: AllC (short dashes), AllD (long dashes), and an additional
discriminating strategy (solid line)- SELF cannot promote cooperation and is therefore not shown. For all action modules, STANDING performs
b e s t , a l t h o u g h f o r C O i t s a d v a n t a g ei s s m a l l . P a r a m e t e r sa r e G = 1 0 0 , N : 1 0 0 , n : 1 0 0 0 , p : 0 . 9 , p u : 0 . 5 , t o : e o : 0 . 0 5 , p : 0 . 0 1 . A l l t h r e e
strategies are equally frequent initially.

only if b>10, doing best when combined with STANDING. OR combined with STANDING or JUDGING
takes over the population for b>-4.5, whereas OR
combined with SCORING works only for b>ll.
The presenceof AllC players makes it more difficult
to suppressdefectors.We therefore analysepopulations
with AllC, AllD, and one third strategy initially present,
in equal proportions, see Fig. 2. All types of errors are
included. Again, SELF cannot promote cooperation,
irrespective of the assessmentmodule, and AllD takes
over practically the whole population. Even for high ävalues, SELF forms at best a minority of 3 percent, and
AllC levels at I percent. The frequency of cooperative
acts falls below 8 percent within one generation.
The CO modules works best with STANDING, and
defectorsvanish for b2 3.5, compared to b24.5 for the
two other assessment modules. SCORING and
STANDING reach levels of cooperation around 90
percent, whereas in the case of JUDGING, only * $Q
percent of all interactions are cooperative. Moreover,
JUDGING has to tolerate a high frequency of wrong
images (tz 45 percent, as compared to ^r 12 percent for
the other two assessmentmodules). In the case of
SCORING and STANDING, and for high Ö-values,
AllC takes advantage from the fact that CO suppresses
defectors, and even outcompetes CO.
Quite surprisingly, the defective action module AND
promotes AllC players and cooperative acts occur with
frequencies of up to 60 percent if ä is large. Although
AND-individuals only give if they have a bad image of

themselves and are matched with a coplayer seen as
good, this strategy is able to promote cooperation.
Despite the fact that the AND-module differs only in
one situation from the SElF-module, and refuseshelp
in this situation, the outcome for the two strategiesis
quite unrelated. Once more, STANDING is the most
successfulassessmentmodule, but it has to tolerate up
to 10 percent of AllD players.
The action module OR reveals large differences for
the assessmentmodules. OR combined with STANDING can suppressdefectors for b)-3.5, and reaches88%o
of cooperative acts. With SCORING and JUDGING,
OR can suppress AllD only for b>-7 and b>6,
respectively.
All simulation results reveal that the CO and OR
strategy are most successfulin promoting a cooperative
outcome.
2.5. SCORING with errors
Analytical expressions for the payoff values are
easiestto derive, except for the SCORING module. If
we consider a well-mixed population consisting of only
of AllC, AllD and (as unique discriminating strategy)
CO-SCORING, and if we allow, for simplicity, only
implementation errors turning an intended cooperation
into a defection with a certain probability I - r, we can
calculate the payoff values (see Nowak and Sigmund
(1998a, b), Panchanathan and Boyd, (2003) and Fishman (2003)). Let us denote the frequenciesof the three
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strategies by *, y and z, respectively, and by Pi(m) the
payoff values for the three strategies in the ruth round,
for i:1,2,3.
Since the replicator dynamics is unchanged by adding the same function to each of these
values, we can normalize by setting the defectors'payoff
equal to zero. This yields P2(m) :0 (trivially), and
for m>7'.
P1(m):_r+br2z,

r(b - l)G, - brzx,

\(m):

where G., the frequency of players with a good imagein
the mth round, is given by
G*:

rxfl-(rt)*-'],

______1____l)_
|

-

r

t__\m-l
1rz1

tL

(clearlyGr: l and P1(1): P:(1) - -r).
Panchanathanand Boyd (2003)have shown that in
of errors(i.e.for r < 1), if one assumes
that
the presence
there existsa constantprobability w<l for a further
round, there existsa unique equilibrium with y : 0 (no
defectors) involving a mixture of discriminating and
undiscriminatingaltruists.This equilibriumis unstable,
however,and the replicatordynamicsleadsin the long
Panchanathan
and Boyd concludethat
run to !:1.
indirectreciprocitycannotbe basedon an imagescoring
strategywhen errors are included.This is in contrast to
the numericalsimulationsobtainedhere.
The reason for the discrepancylies in the fact that
Panchanathanand Boyd assumea geometricdistribution for the number of rounds for eachplayer. This is in
line with the usual assumptionsabout the Prisoner's
Dilemma game. But in the simulationspresentedhere
(as well as in Nowak and Sigmund (1998a,b) and
Leimarand Hammerstein(2001)),the numberof rounds
is givenby a binomial distribution,correspondingto a
Bernoulli schemewith n trials and a successprobability
of 1l2N (theplayerhasto be sampled,and assignedthe
role of the donor).Let us approximatethis by a Poisson
distribution with parameter ):nl2N,
so that the
probability that the player is engagedin exactly k
rounds(k :0,1,...) is givenby
w\K)-"

tk
-x" tt'

H,

2
Fig. 3. Phase portrait for the replicator dynamics with the strategies
AllC, AllD and CO SCORING. A mixture of the two cooperative
strategies is stable. Parameter values are b : 5, 1 : 2, and r : 0.9.

The average payoff for a player using strategy i is
given by

Pi : w(0)0+ rv(1)P;(1)
+ w(2)lP
{1) + P{z)l +

: i'(k)ff r,r.l1
Lm:l

I

Up to a factor r>0 which we shall henceforth omit,
we obtain for the expected total payoff values P; of the
three strategies,P2: 0 (obviously),
Pt:brzQ,-l+e-1)-1
and

P g : - b r x ( ; - 1 + e - r ) - b + b e - | + ( b - D 'f14- r z
..-\
(b- r)(1-----:--1
r^ - rz)
l
( l - rz)2

1_

"1(rz-r)1.

In these expressions, z and r occur only within the
prodtct zr.
Setting r r: 1 - rz and using the function f (u) :
u | + e-u (a function which is positive, strictly
: 0),
increasing and convex for u)0 and satisfies
"f(0)
get
we
P1:(1

where ,1"is the average number of rounds.
We shall show that for b>2, there always exists a
stable mixture of discriminating and undiscriminating
altruists provided A, the average number of rounds, is
sufficiently large. (For b:3,for
instance,it suffi.cesthat
there are more than 2 rounds on average.) See Fig. 3.
Thus SCORING can allow cooperation based on
indirect reciprocity to evolve.

tul

k:l

-s)bf())-),.

On the edgey:
Pz - Pt:

0 we have

(1 - r)g(s),

with

rQs)
s(s):bf()-(b-1'l*-+.
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We note that g(l) : f ( )>0

g(0):: rj6rofs): bfU.)- b - t\i
which is negative for sufficiently large 2. Furthermore, g
is monotonically increasing.Hence there exists a unique
3 el0,1[ such that Pr(s): P3(3). This defines a 2:
(I - 3)/r and hencean equilibrium on the edgey : 0, if r
is sufficiently close to 1. (Indeed, on that edge,
2: zx(Pz - Pr)). In order to prove the stability of the
corresponding fixed point in the (x,y, z)-simplex, all that
remains to be shown is that Pl(3) > 0 or equivalently that
. i < s , , w h e r es , i s d e f i n e db y P 1 ( s " ) : 0 ( s e eF i g . 4 ) .
This in turn follows from the fact that the function g
is concave,and that the intercept s* of the chord joining
(0,S(0))with (l,g(1)) lies to the left of s.. Now s*<s, is
equivalent to b> a * a2, with d i: f (Dl 1. If b>2, this
holds for sufficiently large )., since a -+ I for i * +*.

2.6. Discussion
Nowak and Sigmund considered all four types of
'a
strategies based on SCORING. They stressedthat
discriminator who punishes low-score players by refusing them help pays for this by having his own score
'the
reduced' (Nowak and Sigmund, 1998ba),and that
successof a discriminating player is somewhat hampered by the fact that whenever he refusesto help a 'bad'
'good'
score' (Nowak and Sigmund,
scorer, he loses his
l998bb). This aspect was also stressed by Ferriöre
(1998).Nowak and Sigmund also wrote that STANDING strategiesseemedintuitively plausible (but difficult
'we
to analyse), and stated:
believe that Sugden's
strategy is a good approximation to how indirect

Fig. 4. Graph of the functions P1 and g as described in Section 2.5.
The value of .i is to the left of s". Parameter values are b = 2 and I = 3.

reciprocity actually works in human communities'
(Nowak and Sigmund, l998bb).
Leimar and Hammerstein (2001) compared the CO
strategiesfor SCORING and STANDING, and found
that STANDING was more robust. Panchanathan and
Boyd (2002) considered several strategies: their DISC
corresponds to SCORING-CO, RDISC is STANDING-CO and CTFT is STANDING-OR. Their basic
messageis that it is not crucial that individuals attend to
their own standing: what is crucial is whether they are
able to discriminate between justified and unjustified
defection. Panchanathan and Boyd assume that all
players agree on the images of all co-players, due to the
effect of gossip. But this raises the possibility of
deception. We assumed, in contrast, that the image of
a given player is in the eye of the beholder, i.e. the same
player can have different images in the eyes of different
individuals.
Our results confi.rmthat STANDING is almost in any
respect superior to SCORING. This is not surprising.
and corresponds to the obvious fact that cooperation
based on punishment is easier to implement if punishment is non-costly. What we would like to stresshere is
that just as costly punishment is a realistic assumption
which promotes cooperation, so SCORING is sufficient
to uphold indirect reciprocation, even in the presenceof
errors.
In the experimentsof Milinski et al. (2001), SCORING was more prevalent than STANDING. Most
strikingly, they found that people who justifiably defect
compensate for this by being more generous in the
following rounds, apparently leeling the need to make
up for a loss in their own score. We thus cannot follow
the argument of Panchanathan and Boyd (2003) who
claim that the interpretation of Milinski et al. (2003) is
misleading.
This being said, all models so far are extreme
simplifications of what is likely to occur in real human
societies.Fishman (2003), for instance, makes the point
that players will occasionally be unable to provide help,
'phenotypic
defectors' of
even if they wish to do so (the
Lotem et a1.,1999).It seemsplausible that strategiesfor
indirect reciprocation depend on the distribution of
scores in the population, on the likelihood of future
rounds, on the accumulated payoff, etc.
In particular, it must be stressedthat the reduction to
'bad')
two score-values only ('good' and
makes the
emergence of cooperation more difficult (but helps in
keeping the number of possible strategies fairly low).
Thus the SELF rule is reduced to helping every second
time. With a larger range of score values, many simple
strategies are less vulnerable to errors. A misunderstanding can lead to a score-valueof 0, but in the next
interaction as a donor. this can be offset and the score is
as good as before. Furthermore, the artificial reduction
to two score-values only, while allowing for some
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analytical investigations, is likely to introduce spurious
effects.
To give an example, Panchanathan and Boyd (2003)
analysed the dynamics of the CO-SCORING srrategy if
errors in implementation are allowed. They concluded
that the mixture of discriminating and indiscriminating
altruists is unstable, and that defection will be the only
long-term outcome. Fishman (2003) studied the dynamics under the assumption that players did, occasionally, not have the resourcesto actually provide help,
even if they wished. He found that a mixture of
discriminating and indiscriminating altruists is stable.
Both models actually analyse similar situations, so that
the different outcomes seem to contradict each other.
But Fishman assumeda fixed number of interactions per
individual, whereas Panchanathan and Boyd assumed,
instead, a fixed probability w for a further round, so that
the number of interactions was a random variable with
expected value 1l(-w).
We havc seen that the
assumption of having a Poisson-distribution for the
length of an individuals' 'lifetime' leads to a stable
mixture of discriminating and undiscriminating altruists. Thus the outcome dependssensitivelyon modelling
assumptions concerning the probability distribution of
the number of rounds in the game.
More significantly perhaps, the two-score range is an
artificial restriction which hampers the evolution of
indirect reciprocity because it is more vulnerable to
errors. Other simulations, which will be presented in a
sequel to this paper, indicate that with a full range of
scorc-values,some outcomes are different.
To resume, it is usually better to distinguish between
justified and unjustified defections,just as it is better to
avail oneself of non-costly rather than costly forms of
punishment. But even if such a distinction is not
available, discrimination can lead to robust regimes of
overall cooperation in interactions based on indirect
reciprocity.

Added in proof
We submitted this paper without being aware of the
parallel work of Ohtsuki and Iwasa (published in this
issue). In spite of the similarity of our approaches, it
seems worth to publish both papers 'back to back',
without modifying more than the terminology, because
they lead to different (but by no means contradictory)
conclusions.Ohtsuki and Iwasa look for those strategies
which are evolutionarily stable (or more precisely, strict
Nash equilibria, and therefore necessarilypure). Such
pure strategiescannot be invaded, once established.In
our approach, we were more interestedin the processof
invasion and, more generally, the underlying replicator
dynamics, which often leads to polymorphic outcomes.
Such polymorphisms can lead to the stable establish-
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ment of overall cooperation even if the discriminating
strategy does not become fixed. Two more technical
points: in Ohtsuki and Iwasa's model, individuals
experience infinitely many interactions. This allows to
derive analytical expressions and achieve remarkably
general conclusions. We assumed,in contrast, very few
interactions per lifetime. This is certainly not a necessary
assumption: but if we have in mind evolution in a smallscale society, a great many interactions would necessarily mean repeated interactions with the same coplayers, and hence opportunities for direct reciprocation. The other technical differenceis that the image of a
given player is the same for all in Ohtsuki-Iwasa's
model, whereas we assumed private images. Finally,
Ohtsuki and Iwasa assumedthat the 'moral' was fixed in
the population. The possibility of 'mutant' morals
(i.e. alternative assessmentmodules) gives plenty of
scope for neutral drift to lead to polymorphic populations. It could well be that the assumption of a binary
'good'
image (only
and'bad') is too limited to deal with
the evolution of morals in the context of indirect
reciprocity.
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